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Introduction to
HyperTransport

This Chapter
This chapter discusses some of the motivations leading to the development of HyperTransport. It reviews some of the attributes that limit the ability of older generation I/O
buses to keep pace with the increasing demands of new applications and advances in
processor and memory technologies. The chapter then summarizes the key features
behind the improved performance of HT over earlier buses.

The Next Chapter
The next chapter provides an overview of HT architecture, including the primary elements of HT technology and the relationship between them. The chapter describes the
general features, capabilities, and limitations of HT and introduces the terminology and
concepts necessary for in-depth discussions of the various HT topics in subsequent
chapters.

Computers: Three Subsystems
A server, desktop or notebook computer system is comprised of three major subsystems:
1.
2.
3.

Processor. In all systems, the processor device may have more than one CPU core.
In servers, there may be more than one processor device.
Main DRAM Memory
I/O Subsystem (Southbridge). This connects to all other devices including such
things as graphics, mass storage, networks, legacy hardware, and the buses required
to support them: PCIe, PCI, PCI-X, AGP, USB, IDE, etc.
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CPUs are Faster Than Their Interconnect
Because of improvements in both the CPU internal execution speed and in the number
of CPU cores per device, processor devices are more demanding than ever when they
access external resources such as memory and I/O. Each external read or write by a
CPU core represents a huge performance hit compared to internal execution.

Multiple Processors Aggravate The Problem
In systems with multiple processor devices, such as servers, the problem of accessing
external devices becomes worse because of competition for access to system DRAM
and the single set of I/O resources.

Caches Help DRAM Keep Up
System DRAM memory has kept up reasonably well with the increasing demands of
CPUs for a couple of reasons. First, the performance penalty for accessing memory is
mitigated by the use of internal processor cache memory. Modern processors generally
implement multiple levels of internal caches that run at the full CPU clock rate and are
tuned for high “hit rates”. Each fetch from an internal cache eliminates the need for an
external bus cycle to memory.
Second, in cases where an external memory fetch is required, DRAM technology and
the use of high-speed, mixed-signal interfaces (e.g. DDR-3, FB-DIMM, etc.) have
allowed DRAM to maintain bandwidths comparable with the processor external bus
rates.

Southbridge Interconnect Must Keep Pace
In order to prevent system slow-downs, the connectivity to the Southbridge with its I/O
subsystem must keep pace with the processor.

I/O Accesses Can Slow Down The Processor
Although external DRAM accesses by processors can be minimized through the use of
internal caches, there is no way to avoid external bus operations when accessing I/O
devices. Many applications require the processor to perform small, inefficient external
transactions, which then must find their way through the I/O subsystem to the bus hosting the device.
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Lack of Bandwidth Also Hurts Fast Peripherals
Similarly, bus master I/O devices using slower subsystem buses to reach main memory
are also hindered by the lack of bandwidth. Some modern peripheral devices are capable
of running much faster than the buses they live on. This presents another system bottleneck. This is a particular problem in cases where applications are running that emphasize latency-critical and/or real-time movement of data through the I/O subsystem over
CPU processing.

Reducing I/O Bottlenecks
Two important schemes have been used to connect I/O devices to main memory. The
first is the shared bus approach, as used in PCI and PCI-X. The second involves pointto-point component interconnects, and includes some proprietary buses as well as open
architectures such as HyperTransport and PCI-Express. These are described here, along
with the advantages and disadvantages of each.

The Historic Approach
Figure 1-1 on page 12 depicts the classic “North-South” bridge PCI implementation.
Note that the PCI bus acts as both an “add-in” bus for user peripheral cards and as an
interconnect bus to memory for all devices residing on or below it. Even traffic to and
from the USB and IDE controllers integrated in the South Bridge must cross the PCI bus
to reach main memory.
The topology shown in Figure 1-1 was the traditional way of connecting desktop systems for a number of reasons, including:
1.
2.
3.

A shared bus reduces the number of traces on the motherboard to a single set.
All of the devices located on the PCI bus are only one bridge interface away from
the principal target of their transactions — main DRAM memory.
A single, very popular protocol (PCI) can be used for all embedded devices, add-in
cards, and chipset components attached to the bus.

Unfortunately, some of the things that made this topology so popular also have made it
difficult to fix the I/O bandwidth problems which have become more obvious as processors and memory became faster.
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Figure 1-1: Classic PCI North-South Bridge System
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HT Architectural
Overview

The Previous Chapter
To understand why HT was developed, it is helpful to review the previous generation of
I/O buses and interconnects. This chapter reviews the factors that limit the ability of
older generation buses to keep pace with the increasing demands of new applications.
Finally, this chapter discusses the key factors of the HT technology that provides its
improved capability.

This Chapter
This chapter provides an overview of the HT architecture that defines the primary elements of HT technology and the relationship between these elements. This chapter summarizes the features, capabilities, and limitation of HT and provides the background
information necessary for in-depth discussions of the various HT topics in later chapters.

The Next Chapter
The next chapter describes the function of each signal in the high- and low- speed
HyperTransport signal groups.

General
HyperTransport is in its essence a hardware interface. While software is involved in
configuring, controlling, and utilizing the interface, the bulk of the protocols described
in this book are implemented in hardware. The interface has been built into many
devices including all of the microprocessors in AMD’s Turion, Athlon, Phenom, and
Opteron product lines.
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HyperTransport provides a point-to-point interconnect that can be extended to support a
wide range of devices. Figure 2-1 on page 19 illustrates a sample HT system with four
internal links. HyperTransport provides a high-speed, high-performance, point-to-point
dual simplex link for interconnecting IC components on a PCB. Data is transmitted
from one device to another across the link.
The width of the link along with the clock frequency at which data is transferred are
scalable and auto-negotiable:
•
•

Link width ranges from 2 bits to 32-bits
Clock Frequency ranges from 200MHz to 3.2Hz

This scalability allows for a wide range of link performance and potential applications
with bandwidths ranging from 200MB/s to 51.2GB/s.
Once again referring to Figure 2-1, the HT bus has been extended in the sample system
via a series of devices known as tunnels. A tunnel is an HT device that performs some
function and also has a second HT interface that permits the connection of another HT
device. The end device is termed a cave, which always represents the termination of a
chain of devices that all reside on the same HT bus. Cave devices include a function, but
no additional HT connection. The series of devices that comprise an HT bus is sometimes simply referred to as an HT chain.
In Figure 2-1, the tunnel devices provide connections to Infiniband, PCI-Express, and
Ethernet. The Cave device provides a connection to a Serial Attached SCSI storage
device. Devices supporting connections to any of these other technologies can be made
as either cave or tunnel devices.
Additional HT buses (i.e. chains) may be implemented in a given system by using a
HT-to-HT bridge. In this way, a fabric of HT devices may be implemented. Refer to section entitled, “Extending the Topology” on page 31 for additional detail.

Transfer Types Supported
HT supports two types of addressing semantics:
1.
2.

legacy PC, address-based semantics
messaging semantics common to networking environments

The most of this book discusses the address-based semantics common to compatible PC
implementations. Message-passing semantics are discussed in See “The Direct Packet
Feature Set” on page 497.
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Figure 2-1: Example HyperTransport System
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Address-Based Semantics
The HT bus was initially implemented as a PC compatible solution that by definition
uses Address-based semantics. This includes both the 40-bit, 1 Terabyte (TB) and the
64-bit, 18 Exabyte (EB) address spaces. The 64-bit address map is the same as the 40-bit
address map with 24 extra bits that are defined to be 00_0000h for 40 bit transactions.
Transactions specify locations within this address space that are to be read from or written to. The address space is divided into blocks that are allocated for particular functions, listed in Figure 2-2 on page 20. Unless otherwise specified, 40-bit addresses are
used in this book.
Read and write request command packets contain a 40-bit address Addr[39:2]. When an
address extension doubleword is present, twenty four additional address bits are provided for a total of 64 address bits.
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HyperTransport does not contain dedicated I/O address space as PCI does. Instead, CPU
I/O space is memory-mapped to high address range (FD_FC00_0000h—
FD_FDFF_FFFFh). Each HyperTransport device is configured at initialization time by
the boot ROM configuration software to respond to a range of memory address spaces.
The devices are assigned addresses via the base address registers contained in the configuration register header. Note that these registers are based on the PCI Configuration
registers, and are also mapped to memory space (FD_FE00_0000h—FD_FFFF_FFFFh.
Also unlike the PCI bus, there is no dedicated configuration address space.
Additional memory address ranges are used for interrupt signaling and system management messages. Details regarding the use of each range of address space is discussed in
subsequent chapters that cover the related topic. For example, a detailed discussion of
the configuration address space can be found in Chapter 14, entitled "Device Configuration," on page 329
Figure 2-2: 40-bit HT Address Map
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FE_2000_0000h to FF_FFFF_FFFFh

FD_F910_0000h to FD_F91F_FFFFh
FD_F900_0000h to FD_F90F_FFFFh
FD_0000_0000h to FD_F8FF_FFFFh

00_0000_0000h to FC_FFFF_FFFFh
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Signal Groups

The Previous Chapter
The previous chapter provided an overview of the HT architecture that defines the primary elements of HT technology and the relationship between these elements. The
chapter summarized the features, capabilities, and limitation of HT and provided the
background information necessary for in-depth discussions of the various HT topics in
later chapters.

This Chapter
This chapter describes the function of each signal in the high and low speed HyperTransport signal groups. The CAD, CTL and CLK high speed signals are routed pointto-point as low-voltage differential pairs between two devices (or between a device and
a connector in some cases). The RESET#, PWROK, LDTREQ#, and LDTSTOP# low
speed signals are single-ended low voltage CMOS and may be bused to multiple
devices. In addition, each device requires power supply and ground pins. Because the
CAD bus width is scalable, the actual number of CAD, CTL and CLK signal pairs varies, as does the number of power and ground pins to the device.

The Next Chapter
The next chapter describes the use of HyperTransport control and data packets to construct HyperTransport link transactions. Control packet types include Information,
Request, and Response variants; data packets contain a payload of 0-64 valid bytes. The
transmission, structure, and use of each packet type is presented.

Introduction
Signals on each HyperTransport link fall into two groups: high speed signals associated
with the sending and receiving of control and data packets, and miscellaneous lowspeed signals required for such things as reset and power management. The low speed
signals are not scalable and employ conventional low voltage CMOS signaling. The
high speed signal group is scalable in terms of both bus width and clock rate, and each
signal is carried by a low-voltage differential signal pair.
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While device pin count varies with scaling, signal group functions remain the same; the
only real difference in signaling between a 32-bit link versus a 2-bit link is the number
of bit times required to shift information onto the bus.

The Signal Groups
As illustrated in Figure 3-1 on page 54, the high-speed HyperTransport signals on each
link consist of an outbound (transmit) set of signals and an inbound (receive) set of signals for each device; these are routed point-to-point. Having two sets of uni-directional
signals allows concurrent traffic. In addition, there is one set of low speed signals that
may be bused to multiple devices.
Figure 3-1: HyperTransport Signal Groups
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Chapter 3: Signal Groups
The High Speed Signals (One Set In Each Direction)
Each high-speed signal is actually a differential signal pair. The CAD (Command/
Address/Data) signals carry the HyperTransport packets. When a link transmitter sends
packets on the CAD bus, the receive side of the interface uses the CLK signals, also supplied by the transmitter, to latch in packet information during each bit time. The CTL
signal or signals are used to delineate between the packet types.

The CAD Signal Group
The CAD bus is always driven by the transmitter side of a link, and is comprised of signal pairs that carry HyperTransport requests, responses, and data. Each CAD bus may
consist of between 2 bits (two differential signal pairs) and 32 bits (thirty-two differential signal pairs). The HyperTransport specification permits the CAD bus width to be
different (asymmetrical) for the two directions. To enable the corresponding receiver to
make a distinction as to the type of information currently being sent over the CAD bus,
the transmitter also drives the CTL signals (See the following description).

Control Signal (CTL)
This set of signal pairs is driven by the transmitter to identify the information being sent
concurrently over the CAD signals. The receiver uses this information to delineate the
incoming CAD information.
In the Gen1 Protocol, there is one (and only one) CTL signal pair for each link direction,
regardless of the width of the CAD bus. If this signal is asserted (high), the transmitter is
indicated that it is sending a control packet; if deasserted, the transmitter is sending a
data packet. The CTL line may only change on the boundaries of the transfer of the logical 32 bit CAD bus. The receiver uses this restriction to allow framing on the data.
In the Gen3 Protocol, there is one CTL signal pair for each set of 8 or fewer CAD lines.
These CTL signal(s) are encoded in a manner to transfer four CTL bits per 32 CAD bits.
Five of the sixteen available codepoints for these bits are used to delineate the transfer
of commands, inserted commands, the CRC for a command with data, the CRC for a
command without data, and finally the data itself. The receiver frames on the presence
of the used codepoints.
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Clock Signal(s) (CLK)
As each HyperTransport transmitter sends a differential clock signal along with CAD
and CTL signals to the receiver at the other end of the link. There is one CLK signal pair
for each set of 8 or fewer CAD signal pairs. Having a CLK signal pair per set of 8 or
fewer CAD signal pairs aids in the partitioning of on-chip clock circuitry as well as easing board layout.
In HyperTransport revisions 1.03 to 1.1, the CLK signal is source synchronous with the
CAD and CTL lines. The clock speeds range from 200 MHz (default) up to 800 MHz.
In HyperTransport revision 2.0 the CLK signal is also source synchronous with the
CAD and CTL lines. The clock speeds range from 200 MHz (default) up to 1.4 GHz.
In HyperTransport revision 3.1 the CLK signal is also source synchronous with the
CAD and CTL lines, but the phase of CAD and CTL with respect to CLK is allowed to
vary within a defined budget over a several bit times. The clock speeds range from 200
MHz (default) up to 3.2 GHz.
For all revisions, the jitter on the CLK line is tightly controlled.

Scaling Hazards: Burden Is On The Transmitter
It is a requirement in HyperTransport that the software in the transmitter side of each
link must be aware of the capabilities of its corresponding receiver and avoid the double
hazard of a scalable bus: running at a faster clock rate than the receiver can handle or
using a wider data path than the receiver supports. Because the link is not a shared bus,
the transmitter side of each device is concerned with the capabilities of only one target.

The Low Speed Signals
Power OK (PWROK) And Reset (RESET#)
PWROK used with RESET# indicates to HyperTransport devices whether a Cold or
Warm Reset is in progress. Which system logic component is responsible for managing
the PWROK and RESET# signals is beyond the scope of the HyperTransport specification, but timing and use of the signals are defined. The basic use of the signals includes:
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The Previous Chapter
The previous chapter described the function of each signal in the high and low speed
HyperTransport signal groups. The CAD, CTL, and CLK high speed signals are routed
point-to-point as low-voltage differential pairs between two devices (or between a
device and a connector in some cases). The RESET#, PWROK, LDTREQ#, and LDTSTOP# low speed signals are single-ended low voltage CMOS and may be bused to
multiple devices. In addition, each device requires power supply and ground pins.
Because the CAD bus width is scalable, the actual number of CAD, CTL and CLK signal pairs varies, as does the number of power and ground pins to the device.

This Chapter
This chapter describes the use of HyperTransport control and data packets to construct
HyperTransport link transactions. Control packet types include Information, Request,
and Response variants; data packets contain a payload of 0-64 valid bytes. The transmission, structure, and use of each packet type is presented.

The Next Chapter
The next chapter describes HyperTransport flow control, used to throttle the movement
of packets across each link interface. On a high-performance connection such as HyperTransport, efficient management of transaction flow is nearly as important as the raw
bandwidth made possible by clock speed and data bus width. Topics covered here
include background information on bus flow control and the initialization and use of the
HyperTransport virtual channel flow control buffer mechanism defined for each transmitter-receiver pair.

The Packet-Based Protocol
HyperTransport employs a packet-based protocol in which all information, address,
commands, and data, travel in packets which are multiples of four bytes each. Packets
are used in link management (e.g. flow control and error reporting) and as building
blocks in constructing more complex transactions such as read and write data transfers.
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It should be noted that, while packet descriptions in this chapter are in terms of bytes,
the link’s bidirectional interface width (2, 4, 8, 16, or 32 bits) ultimately determines the
amount of packet information sent during each bit time on HyperTransport links. There
are two bit times per clock period.
Before looking at packet function and use, the following sections describe the mechanics of packet delivery over 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 bit scalable link interfaces.

8 Bit Interfaces
For 8-bit interfaces, one byte of packet information may be sent in each bit time. For
example, a 4-byte request packet would be sent by the transmitter during four adjacent
bit times, least significant byte first as shown in Figure 4-1 on page 64. Total time to
complete a four-byte packet is two clock periods.
Figure 4-1: Four Byte Packet On An 8-Bit Interface
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Interfaces Narrower Than 8 Bits
For link interfaces that are narrower than 8 bits, the first byte of packet information is
shifted out over multiple bit times, least significant bits first. Referring to Figure 4-2 on
page 65, a 2-bit interface would require four bit times to transmit each byte of information. After the first byte is sent, subsequent bytes in the packet are shifted out in the
same manner. Total time to complete four byte packet: eight clock periods.
Figure 4-2: Four Byte Packet On A 2-Bit Interface
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Interfaces Wider Than 8 Bits
For 16 or 32 bit interfaces, packet delivery is accelerated by sending multiple bytes of
packet information in parallel with each other.

16 Bit Interfaces
On 16-bit interfaces, two bytes of information may be sent in each bit time. Referring to
Figure 4-3 on page 66, note that even numbered bytes travel on the lower portion of the
16 bit interface, odd numbered bytes on the upper portion.
Figure 4-3: Four Byte Packet On A 16-Bit Interface
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I/O Ordering

The Previous Chapter
The previous chapter describes HyperTransport flow control, used to throttle the movement of packets across each link interface. On a high-performance connection such as
HyperTransport, efficient management of transaction flow is nearly as important as the
raw bandwidth made possible by clock speed and data bus width. Topics covered here
include background information on bus flow control and the initialization and use of the
HyperTransport virtual channel flow control buffer mechanism defined for each transmitter-receiver pair.

This Chapter
This chapter describes the ordering rules which apply to HyperTransport packets.
Attribute bits in request and response packets are configured according to application
requirements. Additional ordering requirements can be found in Chapter 23, entitled "I/
O Compatibility," on page 525 that are used when interfacing PCI, PCI-X, PCIe and
AGP.

The Next Chapter
In the next chapter, examples are presented which apply the packet principles described
in the preceding chapter. The examples also entail more complex system transactions
than discussed previously, including reads, posted and non-posted writes, and atomic
read-modify-write operations.

The Purpose Of Ordering Rules
Some of the important reasons for enforcing ordering rules on packets moving through
HyperTransport include the following:
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Maintain Data Correctness
If transactions are in some way dependent on each other, a method is required to assure
that they complete in a deterministic way. For example, if Device A performs a write
transaction targeting main memory and then follows it with a read request targeting the
same location, what data will the read transaction return? HyperTransport ordering
seeks to make such events predictable (deterministic) and to match the intent of the programmer. Note that, compared to a shared bus such as PCI, HyperTransport transaction
ordering is complicated somewhat by point-to-point connections which result in target
devices on the same chain (logical bus) being at different levels of fabric hierarchy.

Avoid Deadlocks
Another reason for ordering rules is to prevent cases where the completion of two separate transactions are each dependent on the other completing first. HyperTransport
ordering includes a number of rules for deadlock avoidance. Some of the rules are in the
specification because of known deadlock hazards associated with other buses to which
HyperTransport may interface (e.g. PCI).

Support Legacy Buses
One of the principal roles of HyperTransport is to serve as a backbone bus which is
bridged to other peripheral buses. HyperTransport explicitly supports PCI, PCI-X, and
AGP and the ordering requirements of those buses.

Maximize Performance
Finally, HyperTransport permits devices in the path to the target, and the target itself,
some flexibility in reordering packets around each other to enhance performance. When
acceptable, relaxed ordering may be enabled by the requester on a per-transaction basis
using attribute bits in request and response packets.
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Introduction: Three Types Of Traffic Flow
HyperTransport defines three types of traffic: Programmed I/O (PIO), Direct Memory
Access (DMA), and Peer-to-Peer. Figure 6-1 on page 127 depicts the three types of traffic.
1.

2.

3.

Programmed I/O traffic originates at the host bridge on behalf of the CPU and targets I/O or Memory Mapped I/O in one of the peripherals. These types of transactions often are generated by CPU to set up peripherals for bus master activity, check
status, program configuration space, etc.
DMA traffic originates at a bus master peripheral and typically targets main memory. It may also originate from a DMA controller located within the processor
device outside of the CPU itself. This traffic is used so that the CPU may be offloaded from the burden of moving large amounts of data to and from the I/O subsystem. Generally, the CPU uses a few PIO instructions to program the peripheral
device with information about a required DMA transfer (transfer size, target
address in memory, read or write, etc.), then performs some other task while the
DMA transfer is carried out. When the transfer is complete, the DMA device may
generate an interrupt message to inform the CPU.
Peer-to-Peer traffic is generated by an interior node and targets another interior
node. In HyperTransport, direct peer-to-peer traffic is not allowed. As indicated in
Figure 6-1 on page 127, the request is issued upstream and must travel to the host
bridge. The host bridge examines the address and determines whether the request
should be reflected downstream. If the request is non-posted, the response will similarly travel from the target back up to the host bridge and then be reissued to the
original requester.
Figure 6-1: PIO, DMA, And Peer-to-Peer Traffic
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The Ordering Rules
HyperTransport packet ordering rules are divided into groups: general rules, rules for
upstream I/O ordering, and rules for downstream ordering. Even the peer-to-peer example in Figure 6-1 on page 127 can be broken into two parts: the request moving to the
bridge (covered by upstream ordering rules) and the reflection of the request downstream to the peer-to-peer target (covered by downstream I/O ordering rules). Refer to
Chapter 23, entitled "I/O Compatibility," on page 525 for a discussion of ordering when
packets move between HyperTransport and another protocol (PCI, PCI-X, or AGP).

General I/O Ordering Limits
Ordering Covers Targets At Same Hierarchy Level
Ordering rules only apply to the order in which operations are detected by targets at the
same level in the HyperTransport fabric hierarchy. Referring to Figure 6-2 on page 128,
assume that two peer-to-peer writes targeting devices on two different chains have been
performed by the end device in chain 0.
Figure 6-2: Targets At Different Levels In Hierarchy And In Different Chains
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The Previous Chapter
The previous chapter describes the ordering rules which apply to HyperTransport packets. Attribute bits in request and response packets are configured according to application requirements. Additional ordering requirements can be found in Chapter 23,
entitled "I/O Compatibility," on page 525 that are used when interfacing PCI, PCI-X,
PCIe and AGP.

This Chapter
In this chapter, examples are presented that apply the packet principles in the preceding
chapters and includes more complex system transactions, not previously discussed. The
examples include reads, posted and non-posted writes, and atomic read-modify-write.

The Next Chapter
HT uses an interrupt signaling scheme similar to PCI’s Message Signaled Interrupts.
The next chapter defines how HT delivers interrupts to the Host Bridge via posted memory writes. This chapter also defines an End of Interrupt message and details the mechanism that HT uses for configuring and setting up interrupt transactions (which is
different from the PCI-defined mechanisms).

Transaction Examples: Introduction
The following section describes some transactions which might be seen in HyperTransport. Not all cases are covered, but the ones which are presented are intended to illustrate two important aspects of each transaction:
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Packet Format And Optional Features
Most of the control packet variants have a number of fields used to enable optional features: isochronous vs. standard virtual channels, byte vs. dword data transfers, posted
vs. non-posted channels, etc. In each of the examples, the key options are described; in
some cases, certain packet fields don’t apply to a particular request or response at all.
Refer to Chapter 4, entitled "Packet Protocol," on page 63 for low level, bit-by-bit
packet field descriptions.

General Sequence Of Events
Once the packet fields are determined, the next topic covered in the transaction examples is a general summary of events which must occur in the HyperTransport topology
to perform the transaction. The description starts at the agent initiating an information or
request control packet and follows it (and possibly a data packet) to the target; if there is
a response required, this packet (and any data associated with it) is similarly followed
from the target back to the original requester. Packet movement through HyperTransport
involves aspects of topics described in more detail in other chapters, including flow control, packet ordering and routing, error handling, etc.
For each of the examples, assume the link interface CAD bus is eight bits in each direction. This simplifies the discussion of packet bytes moving across the connection —
each byte of packet content is sent in one bit time. The only difference, when link width
is greater or less than 8 bits, is how the packet bytes are shifted out and received. For
example, on a 2-bit interface each byte of packet content is shifted onto the link over 4
bit times. For an interface 32 bits wide, four bytes of packet content are sent in parallel
with each other in each bit time.
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Chapter 7: Transaction Examples
Example 1: NOP Information Packet
Situation: Device 2 in Figure 7-1 on page 147 is using a NOP packet to inform Device
1 about the availability of two new Posted Request (CMD) entries and one new
Response (Data) entry in its receiver flow control buffers.
Figure 7-1: Example 1: NOP Information Packet With Buffer Updates
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Example 1: NOP Packet Setup
(Refer to Figure 7-1 on page 147.)

Command[5:0] Field (Byte 0, Bit 5:0)
The NOP information packet command code. There are no option bits within this field.
For this example, field = 000000b.

DisCon Bit Field (Byte 0, Bit 6)
This bit is set to indicate an LDTSTOP# sequence is beginning. Not active for this
example. Refer to “HT Link Disconnect/Reconnect Sequence” on page 217 for a discussion of the DisCon bit and the LDTSTOP# sequence. For this example, field = 0b.

PostCMD[1:0] Field (Byte 1, Bits 1:0)
This NOP field is used by all devices to dynamically report the number of new entries
(0-3) in the receiver’s Posted Request (CMD) flow control buffers which have become
available since the last NOP reporting this information was sent. In our example,
assume that two new entries have become available and this field = 10b.

PostData[1:0] Field (Byte 1, Bits 3:2)
This NOP field is used by all devices to dynamically report the number of new entries
(0-3) in the receiver’s Posted Request (Data) flow control buffers that have become
available since the last NOP reporting this information was sent. In our example,
assume no new entries in this buffer have become available and this field = 00b.

Response[1:0] Field (Byte 1, Bits 5:4)
This NOP field dynamically reports the number of new entries (0-3) in the receiver’s
Response (Data) flow control buffers which have become available since the last NOP
reporting this information was sent. In our example, assume no new entries in this buffer
have become available. For this example, field = 00b.

ResponseData[1:0] Field (Byte 1, Bits 3:2)
This NOP field is used by all devices to dynamically report the number of new entries
(0-3) in the receiver’s Response (Data) flow control buffers which have become available since the last NOP reporting this information was sent. In our example, assume one
new entry in this buffer has become available. For this example, field = 01b.
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